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ASSAULT (II) 	 CONTROL: 060CT03-NWWH-0193-7GNA/C 

I/NAS WHIDBEY ISLAND WA/ALLEGED ASSAULT OF IRAQI PRISONERS OF WAR 

COMMAND/BAVH0SP OAI( HARBOR WA/66097 

MADE AT/NWWH/WHIDBEY ISLAND WA/ 	 SPECIAL AGENT 

EXHIBITS 
(1) IA: Results of Interview of 	 andelb 

41.1.11.111111111111111111.1111111/140CT03...(Copy All less NWBG/MWPE) 
(2) IA: Results of Interview with 
• 41111111,070CT03..(Copy All- leD8 - NWBG/MWPE) 
(3) IA: Results of Interview with 	 070CT03- 

(Copy All less NWBG/MWPE) 
(4) IA: Results of Interview with 
	

080CT03.... 
(Copy All less NWBG/MWPE) 

(5) Sworn Statement of 111.11111111111.11.111111111111.1111080CT03.-(Copy All 
less NWBG/MWPE) 

(6) Military Suspect's Acknowledgement and Waiver of Rights/O8OCT03... 
(Copy AlL less NWBG/MWPE) 

(7) Sworn Statement of 
_less EMMG/MWM) 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
1 .  Maya) Tfila 	 eo 0 

mistreatment of one of more Enemy Prisoners of War (EPWs) by one of 
their Corpsman, identified as 	 , USN, while 
deployed to Iraq in support of USMC units in Operation Iraqi Freedom. 
Of the nine corpsman that deployed from NHOH, seven were available to 
interview. All of the remaining corpsman assigned to NHOH, minus 
111111111..rere interviewed relative to any knowledge of the 
mistreatment of EPWs by any of their peers. One interviewee,41110 

Illiiilbstated ll111111111 told him that he roughed, up some EPWs_while 
in frac'. VIIIIIMMIlwas interviewed and stated he never abused or 
assaulted any EPWs, but admitted to pushing one EPW's face in the 
dirt and tripping other difficult EPWs to put them on the ground. 
NCIS Field Office Marine West was contacted to determine if 
111111111111111name surfaced in a separate investigation by that office 
involving the abuse of Iraqi EPWs, but there was no connection 
determined involving 	The facts of this case and 

'tatements were screened with the Trial Service Office West 
Det, NAS Whidbey Island, which indicated thatall..... actions 
would not merit disciplinary or prosecutive action. NQ further 
investigative activity will be performed by NCISRA Whidbey Island 
related to this case. Investigaton is closed. 

NARRATIVE 
1. On 060ctol, 	 NHOH, reported he learned through a 
counseling session that a deployed Corpsman, while in Iraq, 
mistreated one or more EPWs. 111111111111111provided the 
last name of 1111111.1. the corpsman that allegedly "roughed up" some 
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EPWs while in Iraq. 	was later identified as 

As background, nine corpsman 
from NHOH were informed on 29JANO3, that they were to be deployed to 
Iraq. On 31JANO3, the corpsman deployed to Camp Pendleton, CA. 
Subsequent to approximately three weeks of training in CA, the 
corpsman flew to Kuwait, where they were separated and assigned to 
different USMC companies within the 1st Marine Division. Seven of the 
nine Corpsman that deployed to Iraq are still assigned to-NHOH. One 
of the Corpsman, 1111.1111111111111111.1111. is now assigned to the NAVHOSP 
in Keflavik. Another CORPSMAN, 	 is now separated 
from the Navy. None of the Corpsmen served together in the same 
unit. 

2. A complete list of the nine corpsman was obtained from 
111111111110NROH. All of the remaining corpsman that are assigned to 
NHOH, minue4111111, were interviewed on 07OCT03. Five of the six 
corpsman interviewed, Could not cite specific information relating to 
the mistreatment of EPWs. Exhibits (1) through (4) pertain. 

3. a friend of 1111.111111111111 
stated 	 admitted to him, during a conversation they had 
after returning to the United States, that he roughed up some Iraqi 
EPws. Onilralilliaas the last of the corpsman to return back to the 
United States. Re returned in mid-SEP03, while some came back as 
early as JUNO3. Iiiiiiirelated thatOMINIONItold.himthat he forced 
.EPWs' heads-in the dirt - if they did -ndecomply with orders they were 
given to put their heads down on the ground. This action would occur 
when the EPWs were cuffed and laying on flu.. grouncl..____--Ac-G4a-rdi-ng---t-o— 	 

said he had to set the EPWs straight if they were 
talking, moving, or not complying with orders directed at them. He 
said41111111111told him the first way to set EPWs straight is to 
yell at them, then resort to more physical means if required. mg 
411111111111koldallnhe hit an EPW with an empty, tan, plastic, five-
gallon water container for not complying with orders. 41111was 
unsure how many times the EPW was told to cease/correct his actions, 
and he was also unsure where the EPW was hit and how many times. 
MIN 

 
cited 	appear d e to have lost a significant amount of 

weight in Iraq. OM observed 	 as bitter, disgruntled and 
agitated upon returning from his deployment. Exhibit (5) provides 
further detail of the interview with  

4. On 080CT03,111111111111111111was interviewed regarding his experience 
in Iraq and the allegations that he abused or assaulted any Iraqi 
EPWs. Subsequent to signing his Military Suspect's Acknowledgement 
and Waiver of Rights,4111111111111stated he never abused any EPWs.  

stated that of the eight other corpsman with which he 
deployed, 	had regular contact with him while they were 
deployed. Subsequent to President HUSH declaring an end to the war, 
41111111 stated he saw 4111111111111two or three times a week. 4111111paid 
he volunteered to assist the Marines in patting down EPWs after they 
Were taken into custody to ensure they were free of weapons or 
dangerous items. He volunteered for this duty to 
gain better acceptance of the Marines. Most of the Ent 11111ft 
encountered were looters. 4111111said he had to force some EPWs to 
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the ground by tripping them. 4111111111offered he used a stick to tap 
the part of the body he wanted the EPW to move due to the language 
barrier- 11111111explained the use of the stick was as an 
intermediary device between verbal commands and direct manipulation 
of body parts. 011111said he stopped using the stick about JUNO3, 
after a general order from the Battalion Commander was disseminated 
ceasing the use of such objects. 111111111said he forced an EPW's face 
in the dirt to keep him from moving- did not admit to any 
incidents were he hurt an EPW and denied assaulting any EPWs. 
Exhibits (6) and (7) pertain. 

5. The NCIS Field Office s marine west was contacted to determine if 
61111111M name surfaced in a separate investigation by that office 
pertaining . to the abuse of Iraqi EPWs, which determined 
1144..P0  role in events leading to the NCISFO Marine West 
investigation. The alleged events occurring during 
deployment to Iraq, were while augmenting the 1MARDIV based at Camp 
Pendleton, CA. 

6. The facts of this case and statements made by 11111111.111were 
screened with 	 Ts0 West Det, Whidbey Island, WA, who 
indicated that actions do not merit prosecutive or 
disciplinary action. As such, no further investigation will be 
conducted by NCISRA Whidbey Island and this investigation is closed. 

-PARTICIPANTS- 	 -• 
allall11111111. Special Agent, NCISRA Whidbey Island, WA 

• • • 
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special Agent, NCISRA Whidbey Island, WA 
Special Agent, NCISRA Whidbey Island, WA 
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U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE 
INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 	 14OCT03 

CONTROL: 060CT03-NWwH-0193-70NA 

I/NAVHOSP OAK HARBOR, WHIDBEY ISLAND WA/ALLEGED ASSAULT OF IRAQI 
PRISONERS OF WAR 

RESULTS OP INTERVIEW OF 	 AND 
411111111111111111 

1. On 070CT03, RA interviewed 	 , usN, 
1111111111,and 	 uSN,1111111111111, concerning . 

 their knowledge of the abuse of any Enemy Prisoners of War (EPW) 
while deployed to Iraq. 

2. -provided that he was deployed to Iraq with Charlie 
Company, let Battalion 5th Marines from 26FEB03 to 04JUNO3. During 
his deployment he provided medical care to US Marines, United Kingdom 
military members, Iraqi civilians, and one EPW. 411111110tated that 
he never saw anyone abuse any EPW, whether physically or emotionally. 
In addition, 	related that he had no knowledge of any of the 
other eight corpsmen from Naval Hospital Oak Harbor (NHOH) 
participating in the abuse of any EPWs. 

3. OM, stated that he was certain that 11.111.1111111111111.1111111111111. 
NF'I; and 	NFI, were receiving mental health counseling as a 
result of combat stress from their deployment to Iraq. (MOP also 

_provided that0111111111111LNEI,Azad-atayed-in  Iraef-the--1-ongest7-only-
recently returning to NHOH. 41111111111speculated that if any of the 
corpsmen deployed to Iraq were going to have combat stress issues it 
would probably beINIIIIIIdue  to his extended stay. mad only 
seen 	once since his return from Iraq and spoke to him for less 
than five minutes. 4111111/stated thatOMONOi had lost about thirty 
pounds and looked ffbadn. fraMbhad no knowledge of 	-busing 
any EPWs. According to 	 and mere best friends and 
socialized outside of work frequently. 

4. 411111111provided that he was deployed to Iraq with Charlie 
Company, 1st Light Armored Reconnaissance Battalion, 1st Marine 
Division from mid-MAR03 to late MAY03. -deployed with eight 
other corpsmen from NHOH to Iraq. According to 1111/11111. he had no 
knowledge of any NHOH personnel or anyone else abusing any EPWS. 

REPORTED EY: Mill11111111IMP 
OFFICE: 	NWWE 
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U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE 
INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 07OCT03 

CONTROL: 060CT03 -NWW11 - 0193 - 7GNA 

I/NAVAL HOSPITAL OAK HARBOR WASHINGTON/ALLEGED ASSAULT OF AN IRAQI 
POW 

RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITh 

On 070CT03, Reporting Agent (RA) interviewed 
41111111101111elative to allegations that . 
(DOH: 411111111, might have assaulted or mistreated an Iraqi Prisoner 
of War (POW). 

WINIIIIIIIIRreported that he was deployed to Iraq from February to 
July 2003. 	 stated that he was attached to an 8-man 
platoon, of the 2nd En., 5th Marines, E Company, where he provided 
medical support to Company E in Iraq. 

stated that of his 8-man platoon, he knew 2-3 of the 
Marines very well. 	 reported that he trusted all 8 of 
the Marines in his platoon, and added, at no time did he see any of 
them mistreat an Iraqi POW. 

When asked-by 2A if he knew of anyone that did anything he was not 
supposed to,ONIMMINDmentioned that he worked with a Marine 
named 111111111Ludao_wa_a_Luz'icenventiona-1-7° nus 	"goes 	against the 
grain.." 

- 	was not a bad person rather, did not do 
things the way everyone else does. According to 	 WIN 
would sometimes have difficulties taking orders from his superiors. 

When asked if he interacted with any Iraqi POW's,11111=111111111, 
reported that on 20MAR03, approximately 120 U.S. Marines. secured a 
gas/oil plant "Gosp", wherein, approximately 50 Iraqi POW's 
voluntarily surrendered to the U.S. Marines. 

stated he provided medical care to several Iraqi 
soldiers, one who sustained an old shrapnel injury, another soldier 
who sustained abrasions from a previous injury, and others who were 
experiencing headaches and upset stomach's. 	 stated that 
at no time did he ever mistreat or see anyone mistreat an Iraqi POW 
during his deployment to Iraq. 

However, 	 eported having conversation with a all* imaimmillnon  the 22nd or 23rd of September, 2003 at the NHOH.  
stated that he saw J by the front desk of NHOH at 

which time, 	 allegedly said, "ReY , 4111111Iiis back." 

According to 	 ade a comment to the affect 	DODDON 000006 
where 411111111,was a 
little messed up." 4111111111111Welieves that this might have been 
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from something might have seen or possibly did in Iraq. When 
asked if -'Roughed up" anyone, 401111111111110, said he did not 
know. 

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA 

REPORTED BY: SA 
OFFICE: 	NCISRA Whidbey Island, WA 
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U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE 
INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 	 070CT03 

CONTROL: 060CT03-NWWH - 0193-70NA 

I/NAS WHIDBEY ISLAND WA/ALLEGED ASSAULT OF IRAQI PRISONERS OF WAR 

RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH 

1. On 070CT03 at approximately 1400, Reporting Agent (RA) 
interviewed 	 USN (SSN 	 in 
regards tollINIMknowledge of the abuse of Enemy prisoners of war 
(EPW) in Iraq. 

2. ONO advised that...was part of nine corpsmen stationed at 
Naval 'Haepital Oak Harbor (NHOH), WA to volunteer to deploy to Iraq 
from 21FEB03 to 16JDNO3. 4111111116tated that the nine corpsmen first 
went to San Diego then on to Iraq where the nine corpsmen were 
separated in different areas of Iraq. Gwent to the 1st 
Battalion, 7th Marine Division where 	was attached to the 
Headquarters and Service Company, Battalion Aid Station (BAS). 

3. _duties as part of'the BAB consisted of transporting 
injured American soldiers and Iraqi citizens, helping to train the 
Iraqi police force and proViding supplies to the first line. 4111110 
adviaed.that:_when_an_Iraqi_would_become-injured.and require ald, 
40111liwould treat the Iraqi under an armed guard at the Regimental 
Aid Station then would take the Iraqi to the "Head Team" who.would 
	process the 	Iraqi as iiff-EPW as deemed appropriate. allpadvised 
that upon being declared an EPW, the EPW would be taken to an area 
that contained an empty swimming pool. The EPW would be handcuffed, 
leg cuffed and have a burlap bag placed over their head. 411111, 
further advised that the EPW would remain in the kneeling position 
for no longer than 24 hours while the EPW was awaiting. interrogation. 

4. stated that he never saw any instances of physical abuse 
towards the_EPWs. 1111111stated that the EPWa would be yelled at or 
jerked into an upright position if the EPW were misbehaving but that 
4111111hever saw an EPW beaten.• 

5. 411111tadvised that since returning to NHOH, all of the corpsman 
have experienced some form of problem from what they observed in 
Iraq. 41111111has suffered froM nightmares and has been treated by a 
counselor. 

REPORTED BY: 	 Special Agent 
OFFICE: 	NCISRA Whidbey Island, WA 
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CONTROL: 060CT03-NWWH-0193-7GNA 

I/NAS WHIDBEY ISLAND WA/ALLEGED ASSAULT OP IRAQI PRISONERS OP WAR 

RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH IIMMINI~Nallara 
1. On 070CT03, 111.11111111111 DOB:411111111.111. 
USN, was interviewed at the NCISRA Whidbey Island Office in regards 
to his knowledge of the possible assault of Iraqi Enemy Prisoners of 
War (EPW). 4111111Mand five of his fellow corpsman were brought to 
the NCISRA Whidbey Island office and interviewed to determine if any 
of the corpsman had knowledge of the mistreatment of Iraqi EPWs while 
they.te_deployed.to.Iraq, . 	. ---- 

U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE 
INVESTIGATIVE ACTION 

2. 111111111110 recounted he and eight other corpsman from the Naval 
Hospital Oak Harbor (NHOH) were given about 36 hours notice they were 
to be deployed to Iraq. 411111stated on 31JANO3 the group flew to 
Camp Pendleton, CA for three weeks of training/work-ups. 411110stated 
on 21PEB03, the group left California bound for Iraq, via Kuwait. 
41111110stated the group from NHOH was separated into different Marine 
Battalions in Kuwait. fillM was assigned to the 15th MSU, Battalion 
21, Platoon Q. 

- 3. 1111110Weadribed - bis role as a Corpsman assigned to the Marine 
Battalion was to administer aid to the Marines and get them back into 
the theater_as_soon_as_possible—MOIDetated- the -majority of his 
care was focused on injured Iraqi citizens (burn victims, chronic . 
injuries, etc)..4111111111recalled he dealt with EPws during the course 
of his time in Iraq. 411111.noted he witnessed Marines throw down 
prisoners and conduct "rough" searches on them. MN cited after a 
big incident in Nasaria, about the end of MAR03, he witnessed the 
rough handling of EPWs by Marines. 1111111111 said he would walk away when 
he observed rough searches of EPWs. 

4. - 411111stated there was a lot of peer pressure to keep one's mouth 
shut and "do what they do", i.e., pt with the Marines (run) and shoot 
well. 411110 said he was one of the first members of the original 
deployed group of nine corpsman to return back to the United States 
(around 24MAY03). 1111111111stateda■ 41111111111.andall1111111tayed in 
Iraq the longest of the group. 	stated 	recently returned 
from his deployment to the Middle East. In closing,Ondiscussed 
some ill effects he had developed related to his deployment in Iraq 
(trouble sleeping, lethargic, apathy, etc.). 

REPORTED BY: 	 Special Agent 
	 DODDON 000009 

OFFICE: 	NCISRA Whidbey Island, WA 
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STATEMENT 

• Place : NCIS Resident Agency Wkidbcy Island, WA 
Date : Octobet8. 2CK/3  

make the following free and voluntary statement to 
► ecial A e is 	and 	 whom I know-to be a Representative of the United 

States Naval Criminal Investigative Service. I make this statement of my own free will and without 
any threats made to me or promises extended. I fully understand that this statement is given 
concerning my knowledge of the allegation of the mistreatment of EPWs (Prisoners of War) in Iraq. eft  
For purposes of identification, I am aillIalmale, born on gpimie 41111111111111111 I am 
currently assigned to the Naval Hospital Oak Harbor. Mental Health Dep 	t at NAS Whidbey 
Island, WA. I currently reside a t 

On January 29 th, 2003, around 1600 hours, nine of us at the Naval Hospital were told that we were all 
being deployed on that Friday, January 31' to Iraq. We all flew together down to California to Camp 
Pendleton for about three weeks. At Pendleton, we received medical training everyday, received our 
gear and were assigned to the First Marine Division. From California, we left for Kuwait. We spent 
one night in Kuwait, and then left for our separate Battalions. I was with111/1//1///////nwith 
the 5 th  Marines, and assigned to the Second Platoon, Bravo Company. was assigned to Charlie 
Company. My friend, 	was with the 	h Marines, Weapons Company- Mlle 
was stationed over in Iraq the lotgest Of all of iis, and I fee aw more casualties and fatalities than maim 

ft 
The first few weeks in Iraq, it seemed like we were going in circles, basically just patrolling 
neighborhoods and small villages. My role was as a medic to the Marines, to assist them if they 
became sick or injured. I was also to provide medical services to Iraqi civilians and Iraqi military 
prisoners of war. While in Iraq, we were instructed that we were to treat our Marines first, then Iraqi 
civilians, then Iraqi military. We were told not to exhaust our rpources ,9p,thiaaqis.Several Marines 
told me that iflavided medical services to any Iraqi military persVir141, that 17y would kill me. 
(However, latMhere was a wounded Iraqi POW who needed his dressings changed. The Marines 
actually called my attention to him to make sure he received treatment). It wasn't until about April 

th 10 that there wsre a IsOf Marips hlrighcivilian casualties. I did not witness any Marine fatalities but 
did see civiliaaatlities. life‘ ,Iniardid not accept us very well because we win n4t isgtioaed with 
the Marin :v100r tz.Qinig to Iraq:: illey vie 'ed usilathasty Navy corpsmen/II felt ve "ry mu& 
&Ole Orthere, afia w4Ln8t gig airafinfusVo leTt thlrway. There were a few Marines who were 
more accepting ofY4 Mi for the most part, they did not like us. I'd say that pretty much all of us 
would try to be d ce ted by the Marines. I heard from my wife, who is a friend 0111111111111111m. 

	

wife, that the Marines that 	 .'vas stationed with hated him. They 
apparently tried to fuck with him a lot, 	I don't know what the circumstances of that were. We were 
all in a tough situation, having been given such short notice to deploy, and barely hagaLa ough time to 
say goodbye to our families. I know that in theater, I did not have any access to emailrlill believe 
thate111111111111.11111. had access to email, primarily the last three months he was 4efillerer` 
came back from Iraq on June 4 th , 1111111.1kame back just a few weeks ago in September. When I came 
back., I sent him one email just to let him know that I would take care of his family etc. While in 
theatre, I never saw MN. I did not see him until he returned to Oak Harbor in September, 411/11MP 

NCIS 5580/26 (1/2001) 
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continuation of voluntary sworn statement of 
4111111111111111111111111■1MMOIMmie 

on October 8, 2003 

alp 	tA_//1 St ew  e"‘  

hrwv 1)1  
Wheraglacame back, he and I talked about how shitty it was over therm We talked about how 
shitty we were treated by the Marines. I noticed a change AMPS allseemed more bitter and 
more disgruntled. 	- 	eemed more agitated, almost shell shocked. I know that our senses were so 
heightened and it took some time for me to adjust to life back here. 	s 	c has% trayie 
more serious and bitter. am also appeared to have lost a lot of weight(lI 	noPotserve any other 
physical changes AMID fliffilawife, 11111111110 told me that he has had night terrors since he's 
been back and stays up until 4:00 am and sleeps all dayati 

or slikAi 
I pray to God that...was Teitieling about this, but he did tell me that he roughed up some Iraqi 
military EPWs. For example, he said that the EPWs would be cuffed and laying on the ground, and the 
Marines would be telling them to put their heads down. (1111111Iforced their heads down in the dirt, 
which was a cultural insult to them. MID said that he had to set the EPWs straight if they were 
talking or moving when they weren't supposed to. The first way to set the EPWs straight is to yell at 
them, then resorttaigre physical means if required. The physical force was usually at the discretion 
of the individualt 	or corpsmen. Since 	came back, and after he was back for about one 
weekAIIIPIIIrnend9cilatthat an. Iraqi EPW was doing something he wasn't supposed to be doing. I 

Bo d don't know if he was told many times to stop, but aipsgi4 that he_ picked is) "T. ty 	five 
gs 	

4,( 
lon,p tic water jug and started hitting an EPW 

Ythink this EPW was the same one that 	said he knocked over in the HUMV. imp 

egmOBIMIIIII.while stateside, was outgoing, energetic, had a sarcastic humor, and would talk to 
anybody. He . was really laid back, and never exhibited a temper. I met alelltriefly in North 
Carolina back in 2002. We both realized that we were being transferred to Oak Harbor, WA. When I 
first met himI it*ght he was epi!!!:' But when we were out here, we became good friends, and hung 400. 
out everyday;e 	night before deploying to Iraq. 411111111wife and my wife became very close 
friends, and while we were deployed each babysat the other's children, and they spent a lot of time 
together. They essentially took care of each other.. mai 
This statement, consisting of this page and 1 other page(s) was typed for me by 	as we 
discussed its contents. I have read and understand the above statement. I have been given the 
opportunity to make any changes or corrections I desire to make and have placed my initials over the 
changes or corrections. This statement is the truth to the best of my knowledge and belief/MD 

Signatur 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this  ' '3  day of  a'  7-68  

1? 	Z.t./41)13-e-y  

WitnessedA1111111111.111,_ 

E 
936) AND 5 U.S.C. 303 

DODDON 000011 
Page 2 (312 
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MILITARY SUSPECT'S ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND WAIVER OF RIGHTS 

Place: NCISRA Whidbey 	 A 
Date : Pctober 8. 2003  

IIIIIIIIIIIIIMMINIONAMIMMhave been advised by Special' Agent 11111b 
that I am suspected of alleged Assault awl Iraqi  Enemy Prisoner of War in violation of UCMJ 
Article 128-Assault,  • 

I have also been advised that: 

(1) I have the right to remain silent and make no statement at 
) Any statement 	be used against me in a trial by co -martial or other judicial or 
Live proceed' 

) I have the ri 	suit with a lawyer prior to any questioning. This lawyer may be a 
lawyer retained by me 
at no cost to me, or bo 

) I have 
ew; 

) I ma 	e this interview at any time, for any reaso 

I understand my rights as related to me and as set forth above. With that understanding, I have 
decided that I do not desire to remain silent, consult with a retained or appointed lawyer, or have a 
lawyer present at this time. I make this decision freely and voluntarily. No threats or promises have 
been made to me. 

Signature 

Date & Ti 	c..72._  

Witnesse 

DODDON 000012 
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retained lawyer and/or appointed military lawyer present during 

the United States, a military lawyer appointed to act as my 
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STATEMENT 

lo
to 

: NCISR4 	WIatAND, WA t  

I,aIIIIIIIIIIIIIIW$EjIMEMMMMIMDrrtake the following free and voluntary 
statement to Special Agents andlinallinkh0171 I know to be a Representative of the 
United States Naval Criminal Investigative Service. I make this statement of my own free will and 
without any threats made to me or promises extended. I fully understand that this stat 
concerning my knowledge of the alleged assault of Iraqi Enemy Prisoners of War (BPW) 

this time, I, 	 desire to make the following voluntary statement. This 
statement is made with an understanding of my rights as set forth in the Suspect's AcknOWIedgement 
and 	eghts form of 08OCT03. It is made with no threats or promises having been extended 

oses of identification, I am aellinale,Ileyears old born on 	.11111111111111.. I 
am currently assigned to Naval Hospital Oak Harbor. I 	at Whidbey since AUG02. I 
currently reside at 

arbor 
 in Camp Pendleton, CA for about three weeks of training to prepare for the 

January 31, 2003 I was deployed with eight other Navy Corpsman from the Naval Hospital Oak 
arbor to go to Iraq. We were given about 36 hours notice before we deployed. We met other 

pending war with Iraq. On 21FEB03 we flew to Kuwait and were broken up into different units. I was 
assigned to-the Combined Anti-Armor Team, 1st Marine Division, 1st Battalion, Weapons Company. 
Of the original nine deployed Corpsman, I was physically located near anNIONNIMI.Bravo 
Company). During the war, I only savillione time. However, after President BUSH stated the war 
was over we saw one another about two or three times a week. Mils now separated from the Navy 
and he and his wife live in North Carolina. My mission in Iraq was to keep as many men at as many 
arms as possible. In the process I treated Marines and Iraqi civilians and military. None of my 
Marines were shot or injured while I was deployed to Iraq. I remember treating one Iraqi citizen for a 
torn toenail. He tri 	he was trying to get away from Marines. I also treated an Iraqi 

en who was s 

of say I wasIe received by the Marines with which I was assigned. I believe they think of us 
as lazy Corpsman who do not do a thing. My standard answer was if I did not have anything to do, it 
meant they were all healthy and able to fight. I asked to be moved to another vehicle (Hurnvee). I did 
not get along with 	 and we had words a time or two. The ironic part is that I 
actually outrankell11111111111. but he always ordered me around. I was more content with the 
second vehicle I was assigned. 11.11.11/hind I got along pretty well. I volunteered to help the 
Marines with Enemy Prisoners of War (EPW) and post security. I believe I was better accepted after I 
volunteered fdr this mission. I would pat down EPWs to ensure they did not have any weapons or 
dangerous items on their person. The majority of the people we came across and actually took as 
EPWs were looters. Sometimes I had to force EPWs on the ground by tripping them. At times I 
would use a stick to tap the part of the body I wanted moved due to the language barrier. I used the 
stick as an intermedia 	 as a tool to show noncompliant Iraqis a stepped up 1evid11111L 

DODDON 000013 
age of 2 
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bitinuation of voluntary sworn statemenhjf 
USN, 

Orf force. I never abused any EPWs with the stick or any other object. An order from the Battalion 

June when the order came down from the BC. I remember on one occasion I forced one EPWs face in 
Commander (BC) was passed to cease and desist the use of sticks. I stopped using the stick in around 

on October 8, 2003 

the dirt to keep him from moving. I later Iraqis only put their face on the ground when they 
y and it is a huge insult to their cul g 

=lot recall any other occasions when I may have hurt an EPW. I retuned back to United States of 
erica on 13SEP03. I stayed the longest of the nine who were de 	ed. I admit I am bitter that I 

ha to stay so long. The reason my unit had to stay so Jong is becayi d to wait for relief help d  
from Foreign Armies (Polish, Hungarians, Bulgarians, Ecuadori 

we 	
y11.111.1111111as  1. lis• statement, consisting of this page and I other page(s) was typed for me b 

we discussed its contents. I have read and understand the above statement. I have been given the 
opportunity to make any changes or corrections I desire to make and have placed my initi 	the 
changes or corrections. This statement is the tru . . is .. II .11 Aka ledge and bell 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 

C 

Witness 
Represents lye, •a 	 ye Service 
AMU: DERIVED FROM ARTICLE 136, 

UCMJ (10 U.S.C. 936) AND 5 U.S.C. 303 

DODDON 000014 
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U.S. NAVAL CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE 
REPORT OF INVESTIGATION (OPEN) 	 08OCT03 

ASSAULT (II) 	 CONTROL: 060CT03-NWWH-0193-7GNA 

I/NAS WHIDBEY ISLAND WA/ALLEGED ASSAULT OF IRAQI PRISONERS OF WAR 

COMMAND/NAVHOSP OAK HARBOR WA/66097 

MADE AT/NWWH/WHIDBEY ISLAND WA41111.11.111111111. SPECIAL AGENT 

NARRATIVE 
I. This investigation is being conducted under suspected violation 
of Article 12B of the UCMJ - Assault Consummated by a Battery. 

2. On OgOOt03, 4111.111.0 Naval Hospital Oak .  Harbor (NHOH), 
reported he learned through a counseling session that a deployed 
Corpsman, while in Iraq, possibly mistreated one or more Enemy 
Prisoners of War (EPWa). 41111111111provided the last name of  
as the corpsman that allegedly "roughed up" some EPWS while in Iraq. 
MO was later identified as 

For background, nine corpsman from NHOH were informed 
on 29JANO3, that they were to be deployed to Iraq. On 31JANO3, the 
corpsman deployed to Camp Pendleton, CA. Subsequent to approximately 
three weeks of training in CA, the corpsman flew to Kuwait, where 
they were-separated-and .assigned to different companies within the 1st 
Marine Division. • Seven of the nine Corpsman who deployed to Iraq are 
still assigned to NHOH. One of the Corpsman, 
is now assigned to the NAVHOSP in Keflavik. Another CORPSMAN, 

is now separated from the Navy. However, his active 
duty wife, 	 is stationed in Cherry Point, NC. 
Investigation cont nues. 

( 

DISTRIBUTION 
NCISHQ: 0023B/0011 
INFO: NWBG/MWPE 

**** RETRANSMISSION PER NCISHQ CODE 0023 ***** 

DODDON 000015 

FOR 0 	IAL USE ONLY 	 WARNING 
THIS DOCUMENT IS THC PROPERTY OF THE NAVAL CRINUNA,LINvESTIGATIVE UftViCE 
corium's NAY BE DISCLOSED ONLY TO 1)14t.trmin wwir:r mew.. 	 • Page I 	41111111,11111 V2 LNN 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Friday, May 2004 3:31 AM 

RE: 41401745JE.doc - I/NAS /WHIDBEY ISLAND/ALLEGED ASSAULT OF IRAQI P 

Good Morning aim 
Did the package already go out? Before I sent mine, if so no need for you to write one. I appreciate it!! 

Thanks 

----Original Message-- 
From: 	41111111M 
Sent: 	Thursday, May 20, 2004 4:46 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject • E: 414s 1 4 3 NAS /WHIDBEY ISLAND/ALLEGED ASSAULT OF IRAQI P 

-Y- S-;ThiS-Vv-eril-ori-if-th"d -daTy-ou—kgned-  fhb—CC-CI:ZS (T3MA-1/04j.1i .  an  Rot (ACTIONT§tiiirequii6d? 

—Original Message-- 
From: 
Sent Wednesday, May 19, 2004 2:13 PM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: FW: 414017453E.doc - I/NAS /WHIDBEY ISLAND/ALLEGED ASSAULT OF IRAQI P 

11111111111111 

It should be out in mail already. There was a delay in getting the CLEOC info complete on this one, and lots of 
questions. 

FIs confirm this went out. Thanks. 

Rio 

Supervisory Special Agent 
NCISRA Whidbey Island 
975 West Forrestal St, Bldg 220 
Oak Harbor, WA 98278-4400 
Tel: 360 257-3359 
Fax: 360 257-3620 

-----Original Message----- 

From: WHEXLIFE 
Sent Wednesday, May 19, 2004 9:54 AM 
To: 	NWWH Exlife ROIs 
Subject: FW: 414017453E.doc - I/NAS /WHIDBEY ISLAND/ALLEGED ASSAULT OF IRAQI P 

	 Original Mebsage 	 
From: fox@system_a [SMTP:fox@system_a] 
Sent: 	Wednesday, May 19, 2004, 9:48:40 

DODDON 000017 
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From: 
Sent: 	 Thursday, September 25, 2003 2:53 PM 
To: 

311111.11 Cc: 1111=11.1.1111.1111... 
Subject: 	 RE: NHOH Issue 

4111111Thanks. There have been some serious issues/cases over there involving some other 
US Svc Mbrs, including one death of a prisoner, so I'll run this up the flag pole, which 
is being investigated. Will let you know. 

Bosses, Guidance? 

R/40 

	Original Message  	 • 
F
_ - - - - —   
rom:1111111011111[mailto:01111111111jag.navy.mil] 

Sent: Thursd y, September 25, 2003 1:18 PM 
• 

Subject: NHOH Issue 

I wanted to run something by you that the CO of the hospital . .made me aware< 
of yesterday. They had an HN who was over in Iraq for a certain time 
period. That HN recently made a comment along the lines "when the Marines 
needed someone to rough up a prisoner, they came to me," or words to that 
effect, to someone else in the command. While I personally believe it was a 
matter of an HN who was "blowing smoke," the CO asked if I would run it by 
you to see if you thought anyone needed to be questioned. Again, she 
recognizes that this is probably nothing. However, given our present state 
of conflict she wasn't sure exactly how serious these words should be taken 
and we wanted to see if this is anything that should amount to NCIS getting 
involved. 

Thanks! BTW, the 32'went off today without any problems. 

DODDON 000018 
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From: 	 111111111101 
Sent: 	 Thursday, September 25, 2003 4:15 PM 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

.111111111111Mag.navy.mir; 111111.111 

FW: NHOH Issue 

	Original Messa e 	 
From:  
Sent: Thursday, September 25, 2003 2:57 PM 
To 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: NHOH Issue 

Importance: 	 High 

RE: NHOH Issue 

Get up w1 at TSO, get details he has relative to the attachment, 
then 'coordtatHOH CO and interview witnesses and this HN. Once done, we'll decide from 
there how to proceed (Open or Info/Closed ROI.) Discuss rights warnings w/ TSO/410 

41111111a Afterwards, we'll decide how to proceed. 

.11111 this will be good experience/exmakre, so pls join." to assist on this if able. als let me know if this is OK forillOOPto do) 
FoP 

Since we have been semi-officially apprised of possible mistreatment of a POW, we are 
almost obligated to interview the HN. If there is any substance the information can be 
forwarded to MEFO for their consideration. 

DODDON 000019 
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Executive Summary 
	 Page 1 of 12 

From: 

Sent: Friday, January 23, 2004 8:41 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: 7h HATTAB 

Importance: High 

II, SAGIMIS(now on way to CITF B'dad) was case agent on our end, and left a tenative closed behind on 
this while I was gone. W/ computer problems here recently, had not yet rocessed ending discussions . 
w/ NWFO ASAC. We had checked w/ MWPE to see if our HM's name 

ame up anywhere in their case, which it does noting/as assigned to a Marine Unit while 
there 	reportedly told others from here that he roughed up POW's. Interviews indicated this as 
apparently nothing more than him putting them face down on ground in threatening situations when the 
POW's/Looters did not respond to verbal commands to get down when cuffed; using a stick to to direct 
them w/ touches to body until a "General" told them timid not do this anymore; and admittedly 

- hitting -ene-w/-an -eilipty ptastic -5 -gareb-ritailiek-: w/ the other HM's from here, 
and we interviewed 7 out of 9, we did not see need to interview couple others who had transferred, and again 
were not actually w n Ira If an on a, a 1- -a ass 

We hope -to close this, as appears to be a lot of "talk" or bluster by the HM from here, and have to say that from 
interviews of all of the HM's from here who were over there in Iraq, several (including our guy) are minimum 
borderline PTSD from all the gore they reportedly dealt w/ on bombings, etc. Having said all that, here is 
cut/paste of narrative of Hou's report on this. RIO 

	EXECP-I-VE—SUMINkRY 
1. Naval Hospital Oak Harbor (NHOH) reported an allegation of the mistreatment of 
one of more Enemy Prisoners of War (EPWs) by one of their Co sman while deployed 
to Iraq in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom. The name of 	was given as the 
individual who allegedly mistreated EPWs. Of the nine corpsman that deployed from 
NHOH, seven were available to interview. All of the remaining corpsman assigned to 
NHOH, minus - were interviewed relating to an knowledge of the mistreatment 
of EPWs by any of their peers. One interviewee, 	 stated 	told 
him that he roughed up some EPWs while in Iraq. 41111111110 was interviewed and 
stated he never abused any EPWs; 4111111admitted to pushing one EPWs face in the 
dirt and tripping other difficult EPWs to put them on the ground. NCIS Field 
Office Marine West was contacted to determine if 11111111.11.name surfaced in a 
separate investigation by that office involving the abuse of Iraqi EPWs. The 
inquiry returned the investigations are unrelated. No further investigative 
activity will be performed by NCISRA Whidbey Island related to this case. 

NARRATIVE 
1. On 060ct03,111111111111111111)NHOH, reported he learned through a counseling session 
that a de loyed Corpsman, while in Iraq, possibly mistreated one or more EPWs. 

provided the last name of 41111111as the corpsman that allegedl "roughed 
up" some EPWs while in Iraq. —was later identified as 

 

For background, nine corpsman from NHOH were 
informed on 29JANO3 they were to be deployed to Iraq. On 31JANO3, the corpsman 
deployed to Camp Pendleton, CA. Subsequent to approximately three weeks of 
training in CA, the corpsman flew to Kuwait and were separated and assigned to 
different companies within the 1st  Marine Division. Seven of the nine Corpsman that 
deployed to Iraq are still assigned to NHOH. One of the Corpsman, 

4:1111111r is now assigned to the NAVHOSP in Keflavik. Another CORPSMAN, is now separated from the Navy. 

DODDON 000020 

1/23/04 
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Executive Summary 
	 Page 2 of 12 

2. A- -complete list of the nine corpsman was obtained from  
All of the remaining corpsman that are assigned to NHOH, minus 11111111were 
interviewed on 070CT03. Five of the six corpsman interviewed, could not cite 
specific information relating to the mistreatment of EPWs. Exhibits (1) through 
(4) pertain. 

3. a friend of 41111116 stated01111, 
admitted to roughing up some Iraqi EPWs during a conversation they had after 
returning to the United States. 411111111was the last of the corpsman to return back 
to the United States. He returned in mid September, while some came back as early 
as June. 	relayed 	forced EPWs heads in the dirt if they did not comply 
with orders they were given to put their heads down on the ground. This action 
would occur when the EPWs were cuffed and laying on the ground. According to41111, 
4111111said he had to set the EPWs straight if they were talking or moving or not 
complying with orders directed at them. The first way to set EPWs straight is to 
yell at them, then resort to more physical means if required. 	 told 	he 
hit an EPW with an empty, tan, plastic, five-gallon water container for not 
complying with orders. 411111was unsure how many times the EPW was told to 
cease/correct his actions,_and.he_was also unsure  where  the_EPW_was'_hit 
many times. 	cited 	appeared to have lost a significant amount of weight 
in Iraq. 	observed OMB was bitter, disgruntled and agitated upon returning 

ides further detail of the interview with 

011111  (1 

4. On 08OCT03, 	 was interviewed and questioned regarding his experience 
in Iraq. Subsequent to signing the Military Suspect's Acknowledgement!,and Waiver 
of Rights, 	 stated he never abused any EPWs. . stated of the eight 
other corpsman with which he deployed, had regular contact with him 
while the were deployed. Subse ent to President BUSH declaring an end to the 
war, stated he saw two or three times a week. said he  
vo-l-trnte-e-red—ro assisf—tHE—Marines in patting down EPWs after they were taken into 
custody to ensure they were free of weapons or dangerous items. He volunt ered for 
this duty to gain better acce t ce of the Marines. Most of the EPWs 
encountered were looters. 	said he had to force some EPWs to the ground by 
tripping them. coffered he used a stick to to the part of the body he 
wanted the EPW to move due to the language barrier. 	explained the use of 
the stick was as an intermediary device between verbal commands and direct 
manipulation of body parts. 411111111said he stopped using the stick about JUNO3, 
after a general order from the Battalion Commander was disseminated ceasing the use 
of such objects. 4111111said he forced an EPW's face in the dirt to keep him from 
moving. 41111111did not admit to any other incidents were he hurt an EPW. Exhibits 
(6) and (7) pertain. 

5. The NCIS Field Office Marine West was contacted to determine if 01101.1111. 
name surfaced in a separate investigation by that office pertaining to the abuse of 
Iraqi EPWs. The inquiry returned the investigations are unrelated. MWPE is 
included in the Distribution because the alleged events occurred during 
deployment to Iraq, while augmenting the 1MARDIV based at Camp Pendleton, CA. No 
further investigation activity will be conducted by NCISRA Whidbey Island related 
to this case. This investigation is closed. 

PARTICIPANTS 
Special Agent, NCISRA Whidbey Island, WA 

S ecial Agent, NCISRA Whidbey Island, WA 
Special Agent, NCISRA Whidbey Island, WA 

Special Agent, NCISRA Whidbey Island, WA 

DODDON 000021 
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---Original Message--- 
From:111111111111(mailtoimoNOIS.NAVY.MIL] 
Sent Thursday, January-221-2 I I • 

Executive Summary 
(--) 	

Page 3 of 12 

OLlo OC-+ o3 	Lo-4 q3 -7LCA 

----Original Message  
From: 
Sent: Friday, January 23. 2004 7:3A1v1 
To: 
Subject: FW: 7h HATTAB 

• 
Tasker from HQ. Please coordinate with 	Its due ASAP. — 

--Original Messag 

DODDON 000022 _ 
To OSD-NII'; 
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Page 4 of 12 

Cc: 
Subject: RE: 7h HATTAB 

Thanks*. 

Will gather the info from the Northwest and report back. 

- Can you have the Whidbey RA provide some details as quickly as possible? Thanks. 
MID 

--Original Message----- 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, January 22, 2004 4:46 PM 
To: 	 OSD-NII' 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: 7h HATTAB 

We have a 7G (Assault) case Open by NWWH as an if title/Alleged Assault of Iraqi Prisoners 
of War. Case was opened in Oct and we have no further reporting. !attempting to ping 
NW to get additional details. Open reports a Navy CAPT learned of possible mistreatment of 
detainees during counseling sessions. Names of several corpsman were identified and they 
were located at various NavHosps to include Pendleton, Keflavik, Cherry Point, Oak Harbor 
or have separated from the Navy. Accuracy of info is undetermined. 

7, 

MID 

---Original Message---- 

Sent: Thu 	2004-3:56 PM 
From: 

To: 	 SD-NII' 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: 7h HATTAB 

No-investigation-by-NGIS 	of a ST member,-we-were clSb15 trig another Agency in 
locating a couple of ST-7 members for interviews in an inquiry they were making 
parallel to the CID case, but I'm only aware  of the CID investigation. 

• 

rMT cases involving OIF/OEF detainees? 
Cheers all, 

gin 

ACLU-RDI 510 p.22
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05  
Message 	 

From: 	frnailto:i..N.s.NAvy.miL, 
Sent: Thursday, January 22, 2004 2:58 PM 
To: 
Subject: 7h HATTAB 

Executive Summary 

Issue: 	Iraqi Prisoner Death 

Suspects: =1W=1;1\iC 

_ Command  41NOCamp-Vaiite 
Nasiriyah, IQ 

  

Guard 

111.11111111111iliUSMCR 

Command: 2nd  Battalion, 25th  Marines (IMEF), 

SMC 	 071& 
• 

    

Command: 2 nd  Battalion, 2-T6  Marines (IMEF), 

    

  

Guard 

 

Guard 

4 1111111SMCR 

Command: 2nd  Battalion, 25 th  Marines (IMEF), 
Guard 

SMCR 

Command: 2nd  Battalion, 25 th  Marines (IMEF), 

SMCR 

Guard 
	Command: 2nd  Battalion, 25 th  Marines (IMEF), 

USMCR 

Command: First Commanding Officer, Camp 
White Horse, An-Nasiriyah, IQ 

Victim: 	Naeem Sadun HATTAB/Civilian 

1/23(04 

DODDON 000024 
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M/W/FNIQ/Age 52 

Summary:  

1/23/04 

Press: 	Washington Post, New York Times, and News 
Networks. (Note: The Washington Post article incorrectly reports 

DODDON 000025 ACLU-RDI 510 p.24
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that the deceased had been detained since May 3 vice June 3) 

1/23/04 

NOINIMMEMaNwilmsomaillial 
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---Original Message-- 

41.1011111111W 
Wednesday, December 17, 2003 3:28 PM 
11=111111ww 
1111111111111■11 
RE: PIs Info ...Mon Iraq Reply 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

IMP 

a 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wednesday, December 17, 2003 3:38 PM 

1..1.1IFIfolillr on Iraq Reply 

Thanks111/11I No complaints this end, was just looking for answer, and may have emailed wrong person before anyway 
based upon the SSD I saw on the infamous DIR's READ BOARD! Thanks again and regards/thanks to 11111Things are 
great here and t ing to keep my email mouth shut on the SSA front! Hope you have a great Christmas...send us some 
sunshine! R/ 

Just talked with 111.111.1111,who is our case agent on the investigation here. He checked and your guys name did not 
come up at all. The unit involved in our investigation was 2nd Battalion, 25th Marines, (a reserve unit out of N.Y.), so 
that does not fit either. IOWlaims he has no knowledge of anyone attempting contact, but our email system here is 
a little funky at times. If either of you would like to call whiphis 24/7 cell phone is 11111111111111110P Sorry for any lack of 
responsiveness on our part. Sometimes things just fall through the cracks. Hope everything is going well in the great 
N.W. Talk to you soon. 

IMF 

--Original Message-- 
From: 11111.111111111/ 
Sent: Wednesday, December 17, 2003 14:47 
To: 	111/1111111111111. 
Cc: 
Subject: PIs In o j 	Iraq Reply 

INV I'll be on ANLV 18-29DEC. 111111 is the case agent my end, so any reply on prior question from me, pls info 
him. We're trying to close this out before ellirgoes on ANLV this weekend, from which he goes directly to Iraq 
for 3-4 mos. Thanks. RUIN 
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elp111111111111  
From: 	 111110•1111111111 
Sent: 	 Wedn 	ecember 17, 2003 2:30 PM 
To: 
Subject: 	 Your Iraq POW 71-1 Case 

\(}12  WO I had tried via case agent and email to see if any link onthis, so going through you....need some help. We have an I/ 
title case here on a corpsman who allegedly May have roughed up or assaulted a POW in Iraq when attached to Marines. 
Upon interview, appears benign and that they were only controlling these guys when they did not follow directions at some 
point in capture, etc...hence the I title. Just wanted to be sure his name does not surface in the 7H case you all have 
pertaining to the Iraq POW killed in custody. Our corpsman is: 

Was assigned to Combined Anti Armor Tm, 1st Marines, Wpns Company. 

Vik 
Would this unit or our asbe any part of your case down there? 

THanks for assist on this. 

Regards, 	 .Supervisory Special Agent 
NCISRA Whidbey Island 
975 West Forrestal St, Bldg 220 
Oak Harbor, WA 98278-4400 
Tel: 360 257-3359 Cell: 360 340-4161 
Fax: 360 257-3620 
R 

„.. 
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